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ABSTRACT 
Halon 1301 (CF3Br), or bromotrifluoromethane, had been widely used as fire-
extinguishing agent for many years before its production and consumption were severely 
regulated by the Montreal Protocol due to its hazardous depletion effect to the stratospheric 
ozone layer. It is therefore imperative to find an effective replacement fire-fighting agent before 
the mandated deadline of the complete phase out of CF3Br. 
Currently there are intensive efforts in searching for an environmentally acceptable fire 
suppression replacement. This, however, is hampered by a lack of fundamental understanding of 
how CF3Br suppresses the chemical reactions in a flame environment so effectively. Recent 
experimental evidence has shown that the addition of CF3Br significantly reduced the burning 
velocity of premixed H2/Air flames by depleting the important radical species that are important 
to sustain chemical reactions. Extending this finding to understand the suppression of more 
complicated diffusion flames and unsteady three dimension turbulent flames in the presence of 
Halon 1301, however, still faces enormous challenge because of the prohibitive requirement of 
the computational power. 
The present chemical reaction mechanism for even the simplest hydrocarbon fuel (CH4) 
combustion involves more than 300 elemental reactions and the addition of CF3Br adds 
approximately 70 more elemental reactions. This large number of reactions and the associated 
large number of reaction species, many of which still involve uncertain reaction coefficients and 
thermodynamics properties, present significant computing challenges for applications in 
multidimensional non-premixed flames that are often encountered in practice. Therefore, it is of 
iii 
interest to systematically reduce the full chemical mechanism to a few global reactions while still 
maintaining the accuracy of the original mechanism. 
The present research systematically reduced the complex H2/Air/CF3Br chemical reaction 
mechanism with 94 initial elemental reactions to 5 global reaction steps. The reduced mechanism 
results in dramatic savings in computer time and is capable of predicting the major species and 
important steady state species with high accuracy. Through detailed sensitivity and production 
rate analysis the present research was able to find the key elemental reactions that are responsible 
for the fire suppression behavior of CF3Br. Predicted maximum concentrations of H and OH 
were found to correlate closely with the existing laminar burning velocity data measured for the 
premixed H2/Air/CF3Br flames. Better agreement with the experimental data was found when 
two activation energies for the two most important elementary reactions from QRRK 
calculations were adopted. The reduced mechanism developed through this research can be used 
to assist in the calculation and the understanding of fire suppression of CF3Br for more practical 
multidimensional nonpremixed laminar and turbulent flames, and the effort in searching for 
other effective fire suppressing agents. 
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION 
Inhibition and extinction of fuel oxidation reactions in flames have been recognized as 
important practical problems for a long time. The subject of adding small amounts of chemical 
species to provide a means of controlling flame spread has been studied experimentally for many 
years. CF3Br (Halon 1301) is an effective fire suppression agent. It was the subject of an 
American Chemical Society symposium on Halogenated Fire Suppressants [1975].  
The ban on halon production by the Montreal Protocol in 1994 due to its hazardous effect 
on the stratospheric ozone layer has led to the need for fire suppression replacements. Currently 
there are intensive efforts in search of an environmentally acceptable fire suppression 
replacement agent. This effort, however, is hampered by the limited understanding of Halon’s 
chemical suppression mechanism of flames.  
Recent experimental evidence showed that the addition of Halon 1301 significantly 
reduced the burning velocity of H2/Air premixed flames by depleting the important radical 
species that are important to sustain chemical reactions. (Kim 2002)  Extending this finding to 
understand the suppression of more complicated diffusion flames and unsteady three 
dimensional turbulent flames in the presence of Halon 1301, however, still faces enormous 
challenge because of the prohibitive requirement of computational power. Practical reacting flow 
calculations with full chemistry require prohibitive computational power and are currently 
limited to very simple flows and flames. One-step global reactions, which have been widely used 
in practice, oversimplify the reaction chemistry and often lead to erroneous predictions. In order 
to achieve savings on computational time while maintaining the accuracy of the calculation using 
full reaction chemistry, Peters and coworkers [1986] presented a systematic reduction strategy to 
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reduce a complex mechanism into a simple reduced mechanism consisting of only a few global 
reactions. Reduced mechanisms comprise substantially fewer chemical species and elementary 
kinetic steps yet allow realistic prediction of flame properties. Although the resulting rate 
expressions for species appearing in the global reactions in the reduced mechanism are typically 
complicated algebraic expressions, enormous computational requirement is saved because these 
algebraic relations have replaced differential equations for steady-state species. 
This reduction strategy has been applied to a series of premixed flames burning H2, CH4, 
C2H2, C2H4, C2H6, C3H8, C7H16 and CO. No reduced chemical mechanism is currently available 
for combustion of any of the fuels in the presence of a fire suppression agent. The objective of 
this research was finding a reduced mechanism for the H2/Air/CF3Br reaction system.  
Software CHEMKIN (Kee 1993) is widely used in combustion research to obtain detailed 
premixed flame structure including concentrations of chemical species, laminar burning velocity, 
temperature, sensitivity coefficients and species production rates. It is a powerful and versatile 
combustion software system capable of solving complex chemical kinetic problems. It provides 
solutions for combustion, catalysis, chemical vapor deposition, and plasma etching. The 
CHEMKIN 3.7 package provides solutions to 12 types of reacting flow geometry. The PREMIX 
code is used to solve the freely propagating one-dimensional premixed flames and was used in 
this research for studying the H2/Air/CF3Br reaction system. 
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CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1 Research progress on Halon 1301 Fire suppressant 
Halon 1301 (CF3Br) was discovered in the 1950s to be s chemical that is highly effective 
in fire extinction and preventing fire spread. It has a set of ideal properties including low fire 
extinguishing concentration, low toxicity and chemical and electrical inertness, which led to its 
wide application in fire fighting. However, the hazardous effect of  Halon 1301 to the Ozone 
layer quickly led to its ban in 1994. To date only a limited number of countries are allowed to 
produce this chemical. This has generated enormous interest to find a suitable replacement agent. 
However, with limited understanding of the chemical reactions in the presence of Halon 1301, 
the search has largely been a trial and error process. Understanding the Halon chemistry and its 
effectiveness in flame extinction undoubtedly will provide guidance to the current search effort.  
Halon 1301 was originally identified as an effective fire suppressant through an empirical 
search [Ford, 1975]. Less than 5% (by volume) of Halon addition was found to be capable of 
extinguishing flames.  The research also suggested that the presence of bromine in Halon was 
critical to its high performance. Other halogens were also found to be effective fire suppressants, 
with the effectiveness increasing in the order of  F, Cl, Br and I, with Iodine showing the same 
performance as Bromine. 
Biordi et al. [1975a, 1975b, 1977, 1978] did a set of landmark research work of Halon 
1301 (CF3Br) flame chemistry using a low pressure flame and a molecular beam sampling mass 
spectrometer. Their research proposed a chemical mechanism for Halon 1301, and also indicated 
bromine to be a key species.  
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The earliest detailed modeling studies of flame with halogen species examined H2 –O2 
and H2- air mixtures, due to their well studied flame chemistry. Dixon-Lewis and coworkers 
identified the effect of bromine in flame extinction, and identified several key reactions 
involving Br (Day et al., 1971; Dixon-Lewis and Simpson, 1977; Dixon-Lewis, 1979).  
Westbrook performed a series of detailed studies about the effect of halogens on fire 
suppression [Westbrook 1980, 1982, 1983]. These studies proposed a detailed chemical kinetics 
mechanism of HX, CH3X and CF3Br (X= Cl, Br, I) reactions. The CF3Br reaction mechanism 
provided a good agreement with the results of Biordi and coworker’s experiments. A reaction 
cycle in which the H atoms are converted to H2 molecules is presented as follows:  
H + HBr = H2 + Br
H + Br2 = HBr + Br  
Br + Br + M = Br2 + M 
____________________ 
H + H = H2 
Therefore the net result of the presence of Br is the recombination of two hydrogen atoms to H2. 
Westbrook also proposed other reaction cycles involving CF3 and other radicals. 
Sheinson et al. [1989] analyzed the relative physical and chemical effects of various 
chemical species on fire suppression. The study confirmed the previous fire suppression 
efficiency ordering of halogen atoms and showed that the efficiency of fire suppression must 
arise from the chemical effects. Battin-Leclerc et al. [1994] studied the inhibition of methane 
oxidation by CF3Br at 1070 K and found that Br, HBr and CH3Br were the main species that 
caused flame suppression.  The effect of Halon 1301 addition on the laminar burning velocity 
was an important issue addressed by Kim et al. [2002]. Unstreched laminar burning velocities of 
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the H2/Air flame with trace amounts of CF3Br addition were measured at atmospheric pressure 
using a constant volume spherical vessel. The results showed reasonably good agreement 
between the measured unstretched burning velocities and the velocities calculated by PREMIX 
[Kee 1993] using the H2/O2 reaction mechanism of Mueller et al [1999] and the Halon reaction 
mechanism of Babushok et al. [1996]. The agreement worsened when CF3Br addition was more 
than 1% by volume, indicating the current Halon reaction mechanism was not accurate. The 
measured burning velocity was found to decrease with the amount of CF3Br addition and could 
be correlated strongly with the maximum calculated concentration of H and OH.  
2.2 Background on the Systematic Reduction of Chemical Reaction Mechanism  
The effort of systematic reduction of chemical mechanisms to reacting flow problems 
was initiated in the early 1980s, probably due to the rapid increase in computer speeds. Reduced 
mechanisms were initially found for the premixed H2/O2 flame and extended to methane and 
other hydrocarbon fuels. These reduced mechanisms were validated against the full mechanism 
and were found to be very successful. 
 F.Mauss and C. Treviño [1993] studied the structure of hydrogen-air diffusion flames 
using both a detailed mechanism and a two-step reduced mechanism. The results showed that the 
two-step reduced mechanism could reproduce the structure and extinction in the mentioned 
pressure range from 0.5 to 40 atm. 
E. Gutheil, G. Balakrishnan and F.A. Williams [1993] also investigated the structure and 
extinction of nitrogen-diluted hydrogen-air diffusion flames. The study showed that there was 
good agreement between the results of the structures and extinction strain rate of the full 
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mechanism and the reduced mechanism consisting of four, three and two global steps. The 
extinction data obtained by the numerical calculation of the reduced mechanism agreed well with 
the experimental extinction data. The two-step mechanism could predict the experimental 
extinction results well. 
J. Y. Chen, Y. Liu and B. Rogg [1993] developed a three-step mechanism for opposed –
jet CO-H2-N2/Air diffusion flames. A flamelet library was generated for pressures ranging from 
1 to 10 bars. The library could then be used in the modeling of turbulent diffusion flames. All 
cases studied had good agreement between the numerical results of the full and the reduced 
mechanisms. 
F. Mauss and N. Peters [1993] derived a four-step mechanism from a full mechanism that 
involved the C2-reaction chain for the stoichiometric methane-air premixed flame. The four step 
reduced mechanism had excellent agreement with the calculations using the full chemistry. H.K. 
Chelliah, K.Seshadri and C.K. Law [1993] also developed and compared a five-step and a four-
step mechanism for methane-air diffusion flames. It was shown that the 4-step mechanism 
predicted the extinction strain rate a little better than the 5-step mechanism. However, the 
prediction of extinction flame temperature and structure with the 5-step mechanism agreed better 
with the starting mechanism. The 5-step mechanism was more accurate in terms of predicting the 
prompt NOx formation in the methane flame.  
W. Wang and B. Rogg [1993] gave a four-step mechanism that performed well for 
ethylene and ethane premixed flames for pressures between 1 and 40 atm and preheated 
temperatures up to 600 K. The comparison of calculated burning velocity with experimental data 
was satisfactory for the reduced chemical mechanism. The flame structure calculated with the 4-
step mechanism agreed well with that calculated from the full mechanism. 
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For acetylene-air premixed flames, F. Mauss and R.P. Lindstedt [1993] developed seven-, 
six-, five- and four-step reduced mechanisms that performed with different accuracies. The 
seven-step mechanism has sufficient accuracy over a wide range of fuel-air-equivalence ratios, 
pressures and initial gas temperature. They also showed that the five-step mechanism for 
acetylene-air diffusion flames could be used in a wide range of conditions, too. 
For propane premixed flames, C. Kennel, F. Mauss and N. Peters [1993] presented nine- 
six-and four-steps mechanism. The six-step mechanism appeared to be the optimal choice from 
the fundamental point of view and the numerical point of the view. For propane diffusion flames, 
K.M. Leung, R.P. Lindstedt and W.P. Jones [1993] presented a nine-step and a seven-step 
mechanism. The result of calculation using these two reduced mechanisms to predict the 
extinction point fit well with the result of calculations using the full mechanism from 1 to 10 bar. 
A five-step mechanism was presented by C.M. Müller and N. Peters [1993] for methanol 
premixed flames. The modified five-step mechanism led to reasonable results over a wide range 
of equivalence ratios (0.6-1.5) and initial temperatures (298K-500K). C.M. Müller, K. Seshadri 
and J.Y. Chen [1993] proposed five- and four-step mechanisms for diffusion methanol flames. 
The prediction of the reduced mechanism was tested by the prediction of the starting mechanism 
over a wide pressure range (1 bar to 10 bar ). The prediction of those steady state species agreed 
reasonably well with the starting mechanism except CH2O by the 4-step mechanism. The 
prediction of the critical condition of extinction was in reasonable agreement in the reduced 
mechanism and the starting mechanism. The result obtained from the 5-step mechanism was 
better than the result obtained from the 4-step mechanism. 
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2.3 Method of Mechanism Reduction 
The major objective of the present study was to obtain a systemically reduced mechanism 
for the H2-air-CF3Br reaction system. The general strategy of the mechanism reduction consisted 
of the following four steps: 
1. A complete solution for a stoichiometric premixed H2-air-CF3Br flame using the full 
chemistry was obtained to find the information on flame temperature, burning velocity and 
concentration of all species that appeared in the full mechanism.  Through sensitivity analysis 
and order analysis, minor species and reactions that negligibly affect the flame chemistry were 
removed from the full mechanism. The remaining reactions form the starting mechanism. 
2. The second step was to identify the steady state species in the starting mechanism. The 
maximum concentrations of all intermediate species were analyzed. Steady state assumptions 
were introduced for those species where the maximum mole fractions were sufficiently low and 
the diffusion coefficients were not too large. 
The general balance equation for a reactive species can be expressed as (Peters 1993) 
Ci = Yi/Mi,                                                                 (1)                         
with L(Ci) = ∑                                                           (2) 
=
r
k
ikik wv
1
where the operator L is defined as 
L(Ci) = )(
i
iii
M
j
xx
Cv
t
C α
α
αρρ ∂
∂+∂
∂+∂
∂
 ,           ( i = 1,2,…,n)                                  (3) 
Where   
               Ci is the mass fraction of species i 
Mi is its molecular weight 
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ρ  is the density 
t is the time coordinate 
vα is the velocity component in the xα direction 
jiα is the diffusion  flux in xα direction 
vik is the stoichiometric coefficient of species i in reaction k 
wk is the rate of kth reaction 
To estimate the order of magnitude of the different terms the diffusion flux of the ith species jiα 
using the binary diffusion coefficient with respect to nitrogen was written as  
       
α
α ρ
x
CD
M
j i
Ni
i
i
∂
∂−=
2,
                                                                        (4) 
The steady state assumption is valid if the reaction by which an intermediate species is 
formed is slower than those by which it is consumed so that the concentration of the species 
should remain very small. In the balance equation the L operator contains the convective and the 
diffusion terms. The assumption requires that both of these terms are small too.  The species 
concentration must be weighted with  
22 ,
/ NiN MM  
 where   
2
2
2
2
,
Ni
Ni
Ni MM
MM
M +=         
and M is the molecular weight 
For a premixed stoichiometric methane-air flame, the maximum percent mole fractions 
are listed in table 1, where data in the first row represented the calculated maximum 
concentrations, the second row represented the weighted maximum concentrations after taking 
the mass diffusion effect into consideration. The species in the first row of table 1 would be 
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assumed as the steady state species if concentration alone was used as the criterion. If weighted 
mole fractions are considered, CO, H2 and H should not be assumed as the steady state species 
because of their relatively large diffusion coefficients which tend to increase their concentration 
changes in the balance equation. Therefore, only OH, O, HO2, CH3, CH2O and CHO are left as 
the steady state species. 
 
Table 1:  The maximum mole fractions of each species for a premixed stoichmetric methane-air 
flame 
Species H OH O H2 CO CH3 CH2O CHO HO2
Original mole fraction 0.64 0.57 0.21 1.9 4.3 0.3 0.13 0.001 0.022
Weighted mole fraction 2.428 0.656 0.246 5.185 4.3 0.359 0.128 0.001 0.021
 
 
3. The operator L becomes zero for the species that are assumed to be in steady state. 
Therefore the corresponding reaction rate can be eliminated from the system through algebraic 
manipulations. This procedure becomes cumbersome and error prone if the number of chemical 
species in the starting mechanism becomes large. Therefore, a better approach is to treat the 
reducing process as a matrix operation, where coefficients of each column corresponding to a 
particular steady state species are zeroed. This procedure was completed using a revised 
REDMECH program original written by Göttgens. The modification is necessary for the present 
study because the number of species in the original source code was limited to C, H, O and N 
only. The reduced mechanism obtained by this procedure consisted of a total number of (N-M-P) 
global reactions expressed only in terms of major species, where N is the total number of species 
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including the minor species, M is the number of steady state species, and P is the number of 
atoms appearing in the chemical species formulas. 
4. An important step in reducing the chemical mechanism is to be able to obtain explicit 
expressions for each steady state species. This becomes more difficult as the mechanism 
becomes more complicated. As a result, some steady state species may only be solved through 
implicit algebraic expressions which can only be solved via iteration. In order to avoid the 
implicit expression, techniques including the partial equilibrium assumption and truncation are 
typically used. An ideally reduced mechanism would consist of a few global equations whose 
rate expressions can be expressed in terms of the production rates of the elementary reactions 
(for solving the major species concentrations based on the governing equations), and steady state 
species concentrations expressed as explicit algebraic expressions involving only major species 
concentrations. Since the computer power requirement depends largely on the number of species 
in a chemical reaction mechanism (each species conservation present an extra PDE to solve 
besides the conservation of mass, momentum and energy equations), the reduced mechanism 
consists of a significantly reduced number of chemical species that are still capable of accurately 
predicting the flame properties such as burning velocities (for premixed flame), strain rate 
(diffusion flame) etc. 
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CHAPTER THREE: REDUCTION OF H2-AIR-CF3Br PREMIXED FLAME 
REACTION MECHANISM 
3.1 Description of the full mechanism 
The full mechanism for the H2/Air/CF3Br flame was taken from Kim et al (2002) and 
consists of two parts: the H/O mechanism and the bromine reaction mechanism. The chemical 
kinetic mechanism for H/O reactions has been extensively studied and well documented. The 
reaction parameters selected for the present study were based on the good performance of the 
H/O mechanism when applied to both unstretched and stretched laminar premixed flames 
involving H/O combustion (Mueller et al 1999, Kwon and Faeth 2001). The CF3Br reaction 
mechanism was obtained from Babushok et al [1996] which was based on extensive earlier 
studies on this topic (Westbrook 1982, 1983; Kondratiev 1972, Kerr 1981 and 1987, Mallard 
1993 and references cited therein). The full mechanism thus involves 42 species and 94 
reversible chemical reactions, not counting the third-body species. The complete set of elemental 
reactions is listed in Table 2. 
Detailed flame structure and reaction properties including species concentrations, 
temperature and burning rate, and sensitivity coefficients were obtained based on the full 
mechanism described in Table 2, by running the PREMIX code (Kee et al. 1993). 
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 Table 2: Reactions of H2/O2/CF3Br System – The Full Mechanism 
REACTIONS                                                                        A          n          E                              sources * 
H+O2=O+OH                                                               1.91E+14   0.00   1.644E+04   
O+H2=H+OH                                                               5.08E+04   2.67   6.290E+03    
OH+H2=H2O+H                                                          2.16E+08   1.51   3.430E+03   
O+H2O=OH+OH                                                         2.97D+06   2.02   1.340E+04 
H2+M=H+H+M                                                           4.58E+19  -1.40   1.044E+05     
   H2/2.5/ H2O/12/ N2/1.0/   
O+O+M=O2+M                                                           6.16E+15  -0.50   0.000E+00    
   H2/2.5/ H2O/12/ N2/1.0/  
H+O+M=OH+M                                                          4.71E+18  -1.00   0.000E+00     
   H2/2.5/ H2O/12/ N2/1.0/ 
OH+H+M=H2O+M                                                      2.21E+22  -2.00   0.000E+00    
   H2/2.5/ H2O/12/ N2/1.0/   
H+O2(+M)=HO2(+M)                                                 1.48E+12   0.60   0.000E+00    
  LOW/3.50E+16 -0.41 -1.120E+03/ 
  TROE/0.500 1E-90 1E+90/ 
   H2/2.5/ H2O/12/ N2/1.0/ 
HO2+H=H2+O2                                                           1.66E+13   0.00   8.200E+02    
HO2+H=OH+OH                                                         7.08E+13   0.00   3.000E+02    
HO2+O=O2+OH                                                          3.25E+13   0.00   0.000E+00    
HO2+OH=H2O+O2                                                     2.89E+13   0.00  -5.000E+02    
HO2+HO2=H2O2+O2                                                 4.20E+14   0.00   1.198E+04    
DUP 
HO2+HO2=H2O2+O2                                                 1.30E+11   0.00  -1.629E+03    
DUP 
H2O2(+M)=OH+OH(+M)                                           2.95E+14   0.00   4.846E+04 
  LOW/1.20E+17  0.00  4.550E+04/ 
  TROE/0.500 1E-90 1E+90/ 
   H2/2.5/ H2O/12/ N2/1.0/ 
H2O2+H=H2O+OH                                                     2.41E+13   0.00   3.970E+03    
H2O2+H=HO2+H2                                                      4.82E+13   0.00   7.950E+03    
H2O2+O=OH+HO2                                                     9.64E+06   2.00   3.970E+03    
H2O2+OH=H2O+HO2                                                1.00E+12   0.00   0.000E+00    
DUP 
H2O2+OH=H2O+HO2                                                5.80E+14   0.00   9.557E+03 
DUP 
!***************************** 
!*** BROMINE/H/O CHEMISTRY *** 
!****************************** 
BR   + BR +M = BR2  + M                                         1.92E14   0.00    -1700.              !81BAU/DUX (M=N2) 
     BR2/14./ CF3BR/3./ CH4/1.5/ CO2/2.3/ CO/1.15/ O2/1.15/ H2O/5.4/ 
BR   + H  +M = HBR  + M                                          4.78E21  -1.963     5                   !81BAU/DUX (M=AR) (FIT) 
HBR  + H     = BR   + H2                                            1.26E10   1.05      160.                !91SEA/PIL 
BR2  + H     = BR   + HBR                                          2.28E11   1.00      4                     !81BAU/DUX 
HBR  + F     = BR   + HF                                             3.30E13   0.00     1000.               !94BAT/COM 
BR   + HO2   = HBR  + O2                                          8.43E12   0.00     1170.               !92ATK/BAU 
HBR  + O     = BR   + OH                                            3.97E12   0.00     3060.               !89ATK/BAU 
HBR  + OH    = BR   + H2O                                        6.62E12   0.00        0.                  !92ATK/BAU 
BR   + H2O2  = HBR  + HO2                                      6.03E12   0.00     5960.               !87DEM/GOL 
!*************** 
!*** BRO/H/O *** 
!*************** 
BRO  + O     = BR   + O2                                             1.02E13   0.00     -520.               !94DEM/SAN 
BR2  + O     = BR   + BRO                                           1.00E13   0.00        0.                 !89ATK/BAU 
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BRO  + H     = BR   + OH                                          1.00E13   0.00        0.                 !96BAB/NOT (upper-limit) 
BRO  + H     = HBR  + O                                           1.00E12   0.00        0.                 !96BAB/NOT (CL) 
BRO  + OH    = BR   + HO2                                      1.00E13   0.00        0.                 !96BAB/NOT (CL) 
BRO  + BRO   = BR   + BR +O2                               2.40E12   0.00      380.               !94DEM/SAN 
BRO  + BRO   = BR2  + O2                                       2.52E10   0.00    -1320.             !94DEM/SAN 
!**************** 
!*** BROH/H/O ** 
!*************** 
BROH (+M)    = BR   + OH (+M)                             3.00E15   0.00    50000.              !96BAB/NOT (CL) 
      LOW/2.00E20  -3.  51000./ 
BR2  + OH    = BROH + BR                                     2.52E13   0.00        0.                  !94DEM/SAN 
BROH + H     = HBR  + OH                                      9.50E13   0.00     7620.              !96BAB/NOT (CL) 
!************************** 
!*** BRO/BROH CHEMISTRY *** 
!************************** 
BROH + OH    = BRO  + H2O                                  2.00E12   0.00     1000.               !96BAB/NOT (CL) 
BRO  + H2    = BROH + H                                        6.00E11   0.00    14100.              !96BAB/NOT (CL) 
BROH + O     = BRO  + OH                                      6.00E12   0.00     4400.               !96BAB/NOT (CL) 
BRO  + HO2   = BROH +                                          2.00E13   0.00        0.                  !96BAB/NOT (CL) 
BRO  + H2O2  = BROH + H                                     5.00E12   0.00     2000.               !96BAB/NOT (CL) 
BROH + BR    = BRO  + R                                        7.00E12   0.00      100.                !96BAB/NOT (CL) 
!*************** 
!*** RH + BR *** 
!*************** 
CH3    + HBR = CH4    + BR                                     9.46E11   0.00     -380.               !92SEA/PIL 
C2H5   + HBR = C2H6   + BR                                   1.02E12   0.00    -1000.              !92SEA/PIL 
CH2OH  + HBR = CH3OH  + BR                             5.24E11   0.00     -880.                !92SEE/GUT 
CH2O   + BR  = HCO    + HBR                                 1.02E13   0.00     1600.               !92ATK/BAU 
CH3OOH + BR  = CH3OO  + HBR                          1.58E12   0.00     3199.               !84KON/BEN 
!************ 
!*** CH3BR *** 
!************* 
CH3BR        = CH3    + BR                                        1.58E13   0.00    71700               !91SUZ/INO 
CH3BR  + H   = CH3    + HBR                                  5.11E13   0.00     5840.               !81BAU/DUX 
CH3BR  + O   = CH3    + BRO                                  1.00E13   0.00    13500.              !83WES 
CH3BR  + O   = CH2BR  + OH                                 2.00E13   0.00     7750.               !88HER 
CH3BR  + OH  = CH3    + BRO                                1.00E13   0.00    13500.              !83WES 
CH3BR  + OH  = CH2BR  + H2                                7.60E07   1.30      500.                !91COH/WES 
CH3BR  + HO2 = CH2BR  + H2                               1.00E13   0.00    16700.              !96BAB/NOT (upper-limit) 
CH3BR  + CH3 = CH4    + CH2BR                           1.26E12   0.00    10100.              !72KON 
CH3    + BR2 = CH3BR  + BR                                   1.21E13   0.00     -390.               !90TIM/SEE 
CH3BR  + BR  = CH2BR  + HBR                              1.00E14   0.00    16310.              !72KON 
CH3BR  + BRO = CH2BR  + BROH                         3.00E11   0.00    10700.              !96BAB/NOT (CL) 
CH3    + BR  = CH2    + HBR                                     1.10E14   0.00    22968.             !90GOL/TAM 
CH2BR  + BR  = CH2    + BR2                                  5.00E09   0.00    10200.              !72KON 
C2H5   + BR2 = C2H5BR + BR                                 1.57E13   0.00     -820.               !90TIM/SEE 
C2H5BR + H   = C2H5   + HBR                                 1.00E14   0.00     5000.              !96BAB/NOT (upper-limit) 
C2H3BR + H   = C2H3   + HBR                                 1.00E14   0.00     6000.              !96BAB/NOT (upper-limit) 
C2H3   + BR2 = C2H3BR + BR                                 3.02E13   0.00     -477.               !88TIM 
!************* 
!*** CF3BR *** 
!************* 
CF3BR        = CF3    + BR                                         2.00E13   0.00    62800.              !86TSA 
CF3BR  + H   = CF3    + HBR                                   1.41E14   0.00     9340.               !81BAU/DUX 
CF3BR  + O   = CF3    + BRO                                   9.00E12   0.00    13510.              !88HER 
CF3    + HBR = CHF3   + BR                                    2.63E11   0.00     2560.               !83WEE/WHI 
CF3BR  + CH3 = CF3    + CH3BR                            5.75E12   0.00     4200.               !78BIO/LAZ 
CF3    + BR2 = CF3BR  + BR                                    1.21E12   0.00      240.                !88TIM 
CH3F   + BR  = CH2F   + HBR                                 7.20E12   0.00    14800.               !83WES 
CH2F2  + BR  = CHF2   + HBR                                2.34E13   0.00    16580.               !72KON 
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!************************** 
!*** BRO/C/H/O KINETICS *** 
!************************** 
CH4    + BRO = CH3    + BROH                            1.40E13   0.00    15000.              !96BAB/NOT (CL) 
C2H4   + BRO = CH2O   + CH2BR                       5.00E12   0.00        0.                  !96BAB/NOT (CL) 
CH2O   + BRO = HCO    + BROH                         3.20E13   0.00    11100.              !96BAB/NOT (CL) 
CO     + BRO = CO2    + BR                                   6.00E11   0.00     7400.               !96BAB/NOT (CL) 
!************************* 
!*** CH2BR CONSUMPTION *** 
!************************* 
CH2BR + CH2O = CH3BR  + HCO                       3.60E11   0.00     6200.              !96BAB/NOT (CL) 
CH2BR + C2H6 = CH3BR  + C2H5                       1.00E12   0.00     8500.              !96BAB/NOT (CL) 
CH2BR + C2H4 = C2H3   + CH3BR                      2.00E12   0.00    12000.             !96BAB/NOT (CL) 
CH2BR + HO2  = CH2O   + OH+BR                      1.00E13   0.00        0.                !96BAB/NOT (CL) 
CH2BR + CH3  = C2H5BR                                     3.10E11   0.00    -4300.              !96BAB/NOT (CL) 
CH2BR + CH3  = C2H4   + HBR                            5.40E12   0.00     1400.              !96BAB/NOT (CL) 
CH2BR + CH3  = C2H5   + BR                               1.00E13   0.00     7000.              !96BAB/NOT (CL) 
CH2BR + H2   = CH3BR  + H                                 2.00E12   0.00    13100              !96BAB/NOT (CL) 
!************************************************** 
!***  Extra reaction from paper (Babushok,1996) *** 
!************************************************** 
BR    + HCO  = HBR    + CO                                   1.70E14   0.00        0. 
C2H5  + BR   = C2H5BR                                         2.00E13   0.00        0. 
C2H3  + BR   = C2H3BR                                         3.00E13   0.00        0. 
BR    + C2H4 = C2H3   + HBR                                5.00E12   0.00        0. 
C2H5BR+ CH3  = C2H5   + CH3BR                       1.00E13   0.00     6000. 
C2H3BR+ CH3  = C2H3   + CH3BR                       1.00E13   0.00    11000. 
)/exp( RTEATk n −=       A units: mole-cm-sec-K   E units: cal/mole 
*: based on Kim et al (2002) 
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3.2 The starting mechanism 
The full chemical mechanism listed in Table 2 includes reactions that negligibly affect 
the flame structure and important flame properties such as the burning velocity. As a first step 
for mechanism reduction, these reactions can be ignored virtually without losing accuracy. The 
starting mechanism thus obtained then forms the basis for further reduction using the reduction 
techniques described in Chapter 2.  
Calculation of a stoichimetric H2/O2 flame with 1% of CF3Br addition using the full 
mechanism shows that 25 species have mole fractions that are less than 10-10.  These 25 species 
are listed in table 3, and involve 45 elemental chemical equations. These 45 chemical equations 
were simply removed. The full mechanism thus contains only 49 elementary chemical reactions 
involving 17 chemical species. Flame structure calculation was again performed for the same 
H2/O2/CF3Br flame using this reduced mechanism, and the concentrations of minor species 
including H, OH, O, HBr, BrO, Br2, H2O2 and HO2 are presented in Figures 1~5. The agreement 
between the major species including H2, O2, CO2, N2, H2O, Br, CF3, CF3Br and CHF3 is 
excellent which is also presented in Figure 1~5. Figures 1~ 5 show virtually no difference in the 
species concentrations of the 17 chemical species involved between the full mechanism and the 
reduced mechanism.  Table 4 lists the 49 elementary equations contained in this mechanism.  
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Figure 1: Concentrations of H, OH and O in a stoichiometric premixed H2-air flame with 1% 
CF3Br addition, using the full mechanism (94 reactions) and a starting mechanism (49 reactions). 
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Figure 2: Concentrations of CF3Br, CF3, CHF3, HBr and Br in a stoichiometric premixed H2-air 
flame with 1% CF3Br addition, using the full mechanism (94 reactions) and a starting 
mechanism (49 reactions). 
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Figure 3: Concentrations of H2O2 and HO2 in a stoichiometric premixed H2-air flame with 1% 
CF3Br addition, using the full mechanism (94 reactions) and a starting mechanism (49 reactions).  
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Figure 4: Concentrations of Br2, BrOH and BrO in a stoichiometric premixed H2-air flame with 
1% CF3Br addition, using the full mechanism (94 reactions) and a starting mechanism (49 
reactions). 
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Figure 5: Concentrations of H2, O2 and H2O in a stoichiometric premixed H2-air flame with 1% 
CF3Br addition, using the full mechanism (94 reactions) and a starting mechanism (49 reactions).  
 
 
Table 3: The 25 species whose mole fractions are less than 10  were removed from the 94 
reaction full mechanism. 
10−
CH3Br CH2Br C2H5Br C2H3Br HCO 
CO CH2F CH2F2 CH2 CH2O 
CO2 CH3F CH2OH CH3OO CH4
CH3OH C2H3 C2H4 C2H5 C2H6
F HF CH3 CHF2 CH3OOH 
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Table 4: The starting mechanism involves 49 chemical reaction and 17 species 
REACTIONS                                                                   A            n          E                                       sources * 
H+O2=O+OH                                                            1.91E+14   0.00   1.644E+04   
O+H2=H+OH                                                            5.08E+04   2.67   6.290E+03    
OH+H2=H2O+H                                                       2.16E+08   1.51   3.430E+03   
O+H2O=OH+OH                                                      2.97D+06   2.02   1.340D+04 
H2+M=H+H+M                                                        4.58E+19  -1.40   1.044E+05     
   H2/2.5/ H2O/12/ N2/1.0/   
O+O+M=O2+M                                                        6.16E+15  -0.50   0.000E+00    
   H2/2.5/ H2O/12/ N2/1.0/  
H+O+M=OH+M                                                       4.71E+18  -1.00   0.000E+00     
   H2/2.5/ H2O/12/ N2/1.0/ 
OH+H+M=H2O+M                                                  2.21E+22  -2.00   0.000E+00    
   H2/2.5/ H2O/12/ N2/1.0/   
H+O2(+M)=HO2(+M)                                              1.48E+12   0.60   0.000E+00    
  LOW/3.50E+16 -0.41 -1.120E+03/ 
  TROE/0.500 1E-90 1E+90/ 
   H2/2.5/ H2O/12/ N2/1.0/ 
HO2+H=H2+O2                                                        1.66E+13   0.00   8.200E+02    
HO2+H=OH+OH                                                      7.08E+13   0.00   3.000E+02    
HO2+O=O2+OH                                                       3.25E+13   0.00   0.000E+00    
HO2+OH=H2O+O2                                                  2.89E+13   0.00  -5.000E+02    
HO2+HO2=H2O2+O2                                              4.20E+14   0.00   1.198E+04    
DUP 
HO2+HO2=H2O2+O2                                              1.30E+11   0.00  -1.629E+03    
DUP 
H2O2(+M)=OH+OH(+M)                                        2.95E+14   0.00   4.846E+04 
  LOW/1.20E+17  0.00  4.550E+04/ 
  TROE/0.500 1E-90 1E+90/ 
   H2/2.5/ H2O/12/ N2/1.0/ 
H2O2+H=H2O+OH                                                  2.41E+13   0.00   3.970E+03    
H2O2+H=HO2+H2                                                   4.82E+13   0.00   7.950E+03    
H2O2+O=OH+HO2                                                  9.64E+06   2.00   3.970E+03    
H2O2+OH=H2O+HO2                                             1.00E+12   0.00   0.000E+00    
DUP 
H2O2+OH=H2O+HO2                                             5.80E+14   0.00   9.557E+03 
DUP 
!***************************** 
!*** BROMINE/H/O CHEMISTRY *** 
!****************************** 
BR   + BR +M = BR2  + M                                      1.92E14   0.00    -1700.                   !81BAU/DUX (M=N2) 
     BR2/14./ CF3BR/3./ O2/1.15/ H2O/5.4/ 
BR   + H  +M = HBR  + M                                      4.78E21  -1.963     511.                    !81BAU/DUX (M=AR) 
(FIT) 
HBR  + H     = BR   + H2                                        1.26E10   1.05      160.                     !91SEA/PIL 
BR2  + H     = BR   + HBR                                      2.28E11   1.00      440.                    !81BAU/DUX 
BR   + HO2   = HBR  + O2                                      8.43E12   0.00     1170.                   !92ATK/BAU 
HBR  + O     = BR   + OH                                        3.97E12   0.00     3060.                   !89ATK/BAU 
HBR  + OH    = BR   + H2O                                    6.62E12   0.00        0.                      !92ATK/BAU 
BR   + H2O2  = HBR  + HO2                                  6.03E12   0.00     5960.                   !87DEM/GOL 
!*************** 
!*** BRO/H/O *** 
!*************** 
BRO  + O     = BR   + O2                                         1.02E13   0.00     -520.                   !94DEM/SAN 
BR2  + O     = BR   + BRO                                      1.00E13   0.00        0.                      !89ATK/BAU 
BRO  + H     = BR   + OH                                        1.00E13   0.00        0.                      !96BAB/NOT (upper-limit) 
BRO  + H     = HBR  + O                                         1.00E12   0.00        0.                      !96BAB/NOT (CL) 
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BRO  + OH    = BR   + HO2                                    1.00E13   0.00        0.                       !96BAB/NOT (CL) 
BRO  + BRO   = BR   + BR +O2                             2.40E12   0.00      380.                     !94DEM/SAN 
BRO  + BRO   = BR2  + O2                                    2.52E10   0.00    -1320.                    !94DEM/SAN 
!**************** 
!*** BROH/H/O *** 
!**************** 
BROH (+M)    = BR   + OH (+M)                            3.00E15   0.00    50000.                  !96BAB/NOT (CL) 
      LOW/2.00E20  -3.  51000./ 
BR2  + OH    = BROH + BR                                    2.52E13   0.00        0.                      !94DEM/SAN 
BROH + H     = HBR  + OH                                    9.50E13   0.00     7620.                    !96BAB/NOT (CL) 
!************************** 
!*** BRO/BROH CHEMISTRY *** 
!************************** 
BROH + OH    = BRO  + H2O                                 2.00E12   0.00     1000.                   !96BAB/NOT (CL) 
BRO  + H2    = BROH + H                                       6.00E11   0.00    14100.                  !96BAB/NOT (CL) 
BROH + O     = BRO  + OH                                     6.00E12   0.00     4400.                   !96BAB/NOT (CL) 
BRO  + HO2   = BROH + O2                                   2.00E13   0.00        0.                      !96BAB/NOT (CL) 
BRO  + H2O2  = BROH + HO2                               5.00E12   0.00     2000.                   !96BAB/NOT (CL) 
BROH + BR    = BRO  + HBR                                 7.00E12   0.00      100.                    !96BAB/NOT (CL) 
!************* 
!*** CF3BR *** 
!************* 
CF3BR        = CF3    + BR                                        2.00E13   0.00    62800.                  !86TSA 
CF3BR  + H   = CF3    + HBR                                  1.41E14   0.00     9340.                   !81BAU/DUX 
CF3BR  + O   = CF3    + BRO                                  9.00E12   0.00    13510.                  !88HER 
CF3    + HBR = CHF3   + BR                                   2.63E11   0.00     2560.                   !83WEE/WHI 
END 
)/exp( RTEATk n −=       A units: mole-cm-sec-K   E units: cal/mole 
*: based on Kim et al (2002) 
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In spite of the fact that almost half of the elementary reactions (all from the CF3Br 
reaction mechanism) were removed from the full mechanism, the little if any difference 
presented in Figures 1-5 warrants further reduction of the starting mechanism before applying 
the steady state analysis. Through comparing the production rate of each species, it was found 
that the following 7 elementary equations listed in table 5 can be removed without affecting the 
accuracy of the calculation. The resulting starting mechanism which includes 42 elementary 
equations and 17 species are listed in table 6. Comparison of the sample species concentrations 
of the stoichiometic H2/O2 flame with 1% CF3Br addition using the full mechanism, starting 
mechanism and the mechanism containing 42 elemental equations are shown in Figures 6-9.  The 
result shows that the agreement is excellent, within 1%. Notice that calculations were also 
performed for the stoichiometric H2/O2 flame with 5% CF3Br addition, which contains a 
significant amount of CF3Br in order to test the robustness of the reduced mechanism. The 
agreement between the mole concentration of stoichiometic H2/O2 flame with 5% CF3Br addition 
using the full mechanism and the starting mechanism were excellent within 1%, too. The figure 
16, 17 and 18 present the agreement. Generally a very small percent of CF3Br addition will result 
in flame extinction for both premixed and diffusion flames.  
Calculation with 10% CF3Br addition was attempted, however, results failed to converge. 
This could either be caused by the inadequacies of some of the reactions contained in the 
mechanism, or the fact that a simple flame was not sustainable at this condition, or both. The 
largest amount of CF3Br addition which still results in a converged solution was found to be 
about 8% for the stoichiometic H2/air flame.   
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Table 5: The 7 elementary equations that were removed from the 49 reaction starting mechanism 
Br2+O=Br+BrO 
2BrO=2Br+O2
2BrO=Br2+O2
BrOH=Br+OH 
BrO+H2=BrOH+H 
BrO+HO2=BrOH+O2
BrO+H2O2=BrOH+HO2
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Figure 6: The mole fraction of species H and OH in the full mechanism, the starting mechanism 
that has 49 reactions and the mechanism that has 42 reactions, with 1%CF3Br in the H2-air-
CF3Br premixed flame. 
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Figure 7: The mole fraction of species H and CF3Br in the full mechanism, the starting 
mechanism that has 49 reactions and the mechanism that has 42 reactions, with 1%CF3Br in the 
H2-air-CF3Br premixed flame. 
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Figure 8: The mole fraction of species Br2 and BrO in the full mechanism, the starting 
mechanism that has 49 reactions and the mechanism that has 42 reactions, with 1%CF3Br in the 
H2-air-CF3Br premixed flame. 
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Figure 9: The mole fraction of species Br and CHF3 in the full mechanism, the starting 
mechanism that has 49 reactions and the mechanism that has 42 reactions, with 1%CF3Br in the 
H2-air-CF3Br premixed flame.
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Table 6: The starting mechanism involves 42 chemical reactions and 17 species 
    REACTIONS                                                                      A             n           E                                       sources * 
1.  H+O2=O+OH                                                                 1.91E+14   0.00   1.644E+04   
2.  O+H2=H+OH                                                                 5.08E+04   2.67   6.290E+03    
3.  OH+H2=H2O+H                                                            2.16E+08   1.51   3.430E+03   
4.  O+H2O=OH+OH                                                           2.97D+06   2.02   1.340D+04 
5.  H2+M=H+H+M                                                             4.58E+19  -1.40   1.044E+05     
   H2/2.5/ H2O/12/ N2/1.0/   
6.  O+O+M=O2+M                                                             6.16E+15  -0.50   0.000E+00    
   H2/2.5/ H2O/12/ N2/1.0/  
7.  H+O+M=OH+M                                                            4.71E+18  -1.00   0.000E+00     
   H2/2.5/ H2O/12/ N2/1.0/ 
8.  OH+H+M=H2O+M                                                       2.21E+22  -2.00   0.000E+00    
   H2/2.5/ H2O/12/ N2/1.0/   
9.  H+O2(+M)=HO2(+M)                                                   1.48E+12   0.60   0.000E+00    
  LOW/3.50E+16 -0.41 -1.120E+03/ 
  TROE/0.500 1E-90 1E+90/ 
   H2/2.5/ H2O/12/ N2/1.0/ 
10. HO2+H=H2+O2                                                            1.66E+13   0.00   8.200E+02    
11. HO2+H=OH+OH                                                          7.08E+13   0.00   3.000E+02    
12. HO2+O=O2+OH                                                           3.25E+13   0.00   0.000E+00    
13. HO2+OH=H2O+O2                                                      2.89E+13   0.00  -5.000E+02    
14. HO2+HO2=H2O2+O2                                                  4.20E+14   0.00   1.198E+04    
DUP 
15. HO2+HO2=H2O2+O2                                                  1.30E+11   0.00  -1.629E+03    
DUP 
16. H2O2(+M)=OH+OH(+M)                                            2.95E+14   0.00   4.846E+04 
  LOW/1.20E+17  0.00  4.550E+04/ 
  TROE/0.500 1E-90 1E+90/ 
   H2/2.5/ H2O/12/ N2/1.0/ 
17. H2O2+H=H2O+OH                                                      2.41E+13   0.00   3.970E+03    
18. H2O2+H=HO2+H2                                                       4.82E+13   0.00   7.950E+03    
19. H2O2+O=OH+HO2                                                      9.64E+06   2.00   3.970E+03    
20. H2O2+OH=H2O+HO2                                                 1.00E+12   0.00   0.000E+00    
DUP 
21. H2O2+OH=H2O+HO2                                                 5.80E+14   0.00   9.557E+03 
DUP 
!***************************** 
!*** BROMINE/H/O CHEMISTRY *** 
!****************************** 
22. BR   + BR +M = BR2  + M                                          1.92E14   0.00    -1700.                            !81BAU/DUX (M=N2) 
     BR2/14./ CF3BR/3./ O2/1.15/ H2O/5.4/ 
23. BR   + H  +M = HBR  + M                                          4.78E21  -1.963     511.                            !81BAU/DUX (M=AR) (FIT) 
24. HBR  + H     = BR   + H2                                             1.26E10   1.05      160.                             !91SEA/PIL 
25. BR2  + H     = BR   + HBR                                          2.28E11   1.00      440.                             !81BAU/DUX 
26. BR   + HO2   = HBR  + O2                                          8.43E12   0.00     1170.                            !92ATK/BAU 
27. HBR  + O     = BR   + OH                                            3.97E12   0.00     3060.                            !89ATK/BAU 
28. HBR  + OH    = BR   + H2O                                        6.62E12   0.00        0.                               !92ATK/BAU 
29. BR   + H2O2  = HBR  + HO2                                      6.03E12   0.00     5960.                            !87DEM/GOL 
!*************** 
!*** BRO/H/O *** 
!*************** 
30. BRO  + O     = BR   + O2                                            1.02E13   0.00     -520                               !94DEM/SAN 
31. BRO  + H     = BR   + OH                                           1.00E13   0.00        0.                                !96BAB/NOT (upper-limit) 
32. BRO  + H     = HBR  + O                                            1.00E12   0.00        0.                                !96BAB/NOT (CL) 
33. BRO  + OH    = BR   + HO2                                       1.00E13   0.00        0.                                 !96BAB/NOT (CL) 
!**************** 
!*** BROH/H/O *** 
!**************** 
34. BR2  + OH    = BROH + BR                                        2.52E13   0.00        0.                                !94DEM/SAN 
35. BROH + H     = HBR  + OH                                        9.50E13   0.00     7620.                             !96BAB/NOT (CL) 
!************************** 
!*** BRO/BROH CHEMISTRY *** 
!************************** 
36. BROH + OH    = BRO  + H2O                                    2.00E12   0.00     1000.                             !96BAB/NOT (CL) 
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37. BROH + O     = BRO  + OH                                        6.00E12   0.00     4400.                             !96BAB/NOT (CL) 
38. BROH + BR    = BRO  + HBR                                    7.00E12   0.00      100.                              !96BAB/NOT (CL) 
!************* 
!*** CF3BR *** 
!************* 
39. CF3BR        = CF3    + BR                                           2.00E13   0.00    62800.                            !86TSA 
40. CF3BR  + H   = CF3    + HBR                                     1.41E14   0.00     9340.                             !81BAU/DUX 
41. CF3BR  + O   = CF3    + BRO                                     9.00E12   0.00    13510.                            !88HER 
42. CF3    + HBR = CHF3   + BR                                      2.63E11   0.00     2560.                             !83WEE/WHI 
)/exp( RTEATk n −=       A units: mole-cm-sec-K   E units: cal/mole 
*: based on Kim et al (2002) 
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It was of interest to further test which elementary reactions can be removed from the 
mechanism that contains 42 reactions. It was found that BrOH and H2O2 have less relation with 
the other species, especially with species H, O and OH through the analysis of production rate 
using the 42 reaction mechanism. The elemental equations that make contributions to the 
production of BrOH are those whose sequence numbers in the 42 reaction mechanism are 34, 35, 
36, 37 and 38 (shown in Figure 10). The elemental equations that make contribution to H2O2 are 
those whose sequence numbers in the 42 reaction mechanism are 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21 
and 29 (shown in Figure 11). These 14 equations except the equation with sequence numbers 16, 
17, 20 and 21, have no relation with the most important radicals H and OH in the 
H2/O2/1%CF3Br premixed flame. Although the 16, 17, 20 and 21 elementary equations make 
contributions to the mole fraction of OH, the contribution are small enough to ignore in the 
calculation (shown in Figure 12 and 13). Therefore, all elementary reactions involving BrOH and 
H2O2 were removed from the 42-reaction-mechanism.  The final form of the mechanism, or the 
starting mechanism of the H2-air-1%CF3Br premixed flame contains only 28 elementary 
equations and 15 species, tabulated in Table 7. The comparison of the result of the full 
calculation between the starting mechanism and the full mechanism shows that the mole 
fractions of the 13 species excluding the species Br2 and BrO still have accuracies well within 
95% (the mole fraction of sample species shown in Figure 14~15). The mole fractions of the 
species Br2 and BrO have maximum errors that are 48% and 62% (see Figure 16). Because Br2 
and BrO belong to the minor species and their mole fractions are less than 10-6, the accuracy of 
the starting mechanism is acceptable.  
The full calculation of the H2/air/5%CF3Br premixed flame with the full mechanism and 
the starting mechanism containing 28 elementary equations was performed too. The comparison 
28 
of the results between these two mechanisms is shown in Figures 17~19, for H, OH, O, CF3Br, 
Br2 and BrO. The accuracy of these species with 5% CF3Br addition is even better than that of 
the 1% CF3Br addition case, especially for species BrO that has a maximum error of 42% and 
Br2 that has the maximum error of 21%. The accuracy of these two species is acceptable because 
they are the minor species which are not important to flame properties such as the burning 
velocity. Therefore the starting mechanism is valid for premixed H2/Air flames with a quite large 
range of CF3Br addition. 
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 Figure 10: The production rate of species BrOH in the mechanism that has 42 reactions, with 
1%CF3Br in the H2-air-CF3Br premixed flame 
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Figure 11: The production rate of species H2O2 in the mechanism that has 42 reactions, with 
1%CF3Br in the H2-air-CF3Br premixed flame 
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 Figure 12: The production rate of species H in the mechanism that has 42 reactions, with 
1%CF3Br in the H2-air-CF3Br premixed flame 
 
Figure 13: The production rate of species OH in the mechanism that has 42 reactions, with 
1%CF3Br in the H2-air-CF3Br premixed flame 
. 
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Figure 14: The mole fraction of species H and OH in the full mechanism that has 94 reactions 
and the starting mechanism that has 28 reactions, with 1%CF3Br in the H2-air-CF3Br premixed 
flame    
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Figure 15: The mole fraction of species O and CF3Br in the full mechanism that has 94 reactions 
and the starting mechanism that has 28 reactions, with 1%CF3Br in the H2-air-CF3Br premixed 
flame    
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Figure 16: The mole fraction of species BrO and Br2 in the full mechanism that has 94 reactions 
and the starting mechanism that has 28 reactions, with 1%CF3Br in the H2-air-CF3Br premixed 
flame    
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Figure 17: The mole fraction of species H and OH in the full mechanism that has 94 reactions 
and the starting mechanism that has 28 reactions, with 5%CF3Br in the H2-air-CF3Br premixed 
flame    
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Figure 18: The mole fraction of species O and CF3Br in the full mechanism that has 94 reactions 
and the starting mechanism that has 28 reactions, with 5%CF3Br in the H2-air-CF3Br premixed 
flame    
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Figure 19: The mole fraction of species BrO and Br2 in the full mechanism that has 94 reactions 
and the starting mechanism that has 28 reactions, with 5%CF3Br in the H2-air-CF3Br premixed 
flame    
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Table 7: the starting mechanism that has 28 chemical reactions and 15 species 
REACTIONS                                                                     A               n               E                                  sources* 
1.  H+O2=O+OH                                                            1.91E+14   0.00   1.644E+04   
2.  O+H2=H+OH                                                            5.08E+04   2.67   6.290E+03    
3.  OH+H2=H2O+H                                                       2.16E+08   1.51   3.430E+03   
4.  O+H2O=OH+OH                                                      2.97D+06   2.02   1.340D+04 
5.  H2+M=H+H+M                                                        4.58E+19  -1.40   1.044E+05     
   H2/2.5/ H2O/12/ N2/1.0/   
6.  O+O+M=O2+M                                                        6.16E+15  -0.50   0.000E+00    
   H2/2.5/ H2O/12/ N2/1.0/  
7.  H+O+M=OH+M                                                       4.71E+18  -1.00   0.000E+00     
   H2/2.5/ H2O/12/ N2/1.0/ 
8.  OH+H+M=H2O+M                                                  2.21E+22  -2.00   0.000E+00    
   H2/2.5/ H2O/12/ N2/1.0/   
9.  H+O2(+M)=HO2(+M)                                              1.48E+12   0.60   0.000E+00    
  LOW/3.50E+16 -0.41 -1.120E+03/ 
  TROE/0.500 1E-90 1E+90/ 
   H2/2.5/ H2O/12/ N2/1.0/ 
10. HO2+H=H2+O2                                                       1.66E+13   0.00   8.200E+02    
11. HO2+H=OH+OH                                                     7.08E+13   0.00   3.000E+02    
12. HO2+O=O2+OH                                                      3.25E+13   0.00   0.000E+00    
13. HO2+OH=H2O+O2                                                 2.89E+13   0.00  -5.000E+02    
!*****************************  
!*** BROMINE/H/O CHEMISTRY *** 
!****************************** 
14. BR   + BR +M = BR2  + M                                      1.92E14   0.00    -1700.          !81BAU/DUX (M=N2) 
     BR2/14./ CF3BR/3./ O2/1.15/ H2O/5.4/ 
15. BR   + H  +M = HBR  + M                                      4.78E21  -1.963     511.           !81BAU/DUX (M=AR) (FIT) 
16. HBR  + H     = BR   + H2                                         1.26E10   1.05      160.            !91SEA/PIL 
17. BR2  + H     = BR   + HBR                                      2.28E11   1.00      440.            !81BAU/DUX 
18. BR   + HO2   = HBR  + O2                                      8.43E12   0.00     1170.           !92ATK/BAU 
19. HBR  + O     = BR   + OH                                        3.97E12   0.00     3060.           !89ATK/BAU 
20. HBR  + OH    = BR   + H2O                                    6.62E12   0.00        0.              !92ATK/BAU 
!*************** 
!*** BRO/H/O *** 
!*************** 
21. BRO  + O     = BR   + O2                                         1.02E13   0.00     -520.           !94DEM/SAN 
22. BRO  + H     = BR   + OH                                        1.00E13   0.00        0.             !96BAB/NOT (upper-limit) 
23. BRO  + H     = HBR  + O                                         1.00E12   0.00        0.             !96BAB/NOT (CL) 
24. BRO  + OH    = BR   + HO2                                    1.00E13   0.00        0.             !96BAB/NOT (CL) 
!************* 
!*** CF3BR *** 
!************* 
25. CF3BR        = CF3    + BR                                       2.00E13   0.00    62800.         !86TSA 
26. CF3BR  + H   = CF3    + HBR                                 1.41E14   0.00     9340.          !81BAU/DUX 
27. CF3BR  + O   = CF3    + BRO                                 9.00E12   0.00    13510.         !88HER 
28. CF3    + HBR = CHF3   + BR                                  2.63E11   0.00     2560.          !83WEE/WHI 
)/exp( RTEATk n −=       A units: mole-cm-sec-K   E units: cal/mole 
*: based on Kim et al (2002) 
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 3.3 Reduced Mechanisms 
The strategy for reducing chemical mechanisms introduced in section 2.3 was applied to 
the starting mechanism developed in the last section. The first task was to determine the proper 
steady state species. Table 8 lists the maximum mole fractions and the weighted mole fractions 
of all 15 species that are involved in the premixed H2-Air-1%CF3Br flame from the full solution. 
In order to extend the range of the applicability of the reduced mechanism for realistic amounts 
of CF3Br addition used in practical fire suppression, the calculations of premixed flames with 2% 
CF3Br and 5% CF3Br were also performed. The maximum mole fraction and the weighted mole 
fraction of these 15 species were calculated and shown in Table 9 and Table 10, respectively. 
Based on the analysis of the Table 8, Table 9 and Table 10, the following 3 species clearly can 
be treated as steady state species due to their much lower concentrations than the rest of the 
species for the range of flame conditions considered: 
Br2, BrO, HO2
In the CF3Br chemistry, HBr and CHF3 can be seen to be combustion products, both because of 
their relatively stable electronic structure (no unpaired elections in the outer layer), and their 
increasing concentrations as more CF3Br is added to the flames. Since CF3Br is the additive for 
the flames considered, although its dissociation reaction plays the dominant role in its superior 
flame suppression capability, full calculation using the starting mechanism and the more 
complete mechanisms showed that its reverse reaction is also appreciable. As a result, the final 
concentration of CF3Br in the flame is comparable or greater than both HBr and CHF3. Therefore 
it was not considered to be a steady state species. It was also decided that the two major radicals 
in the CF3Br chemistry, namely CF3 and Br, would not be treated as steady state species because 
36 
of their relative large concentrations. Depending of the number of the final global reactions 
desired, it is certainly possible to consider CF3, Br, and even CF3Br as steady state species. 
However, this will reduce the number of final reduced global reactions to such an extent that it 
will impair the accuracy of the reduced mechanism. 
In the H2/O2 chemistry, the radicals that are important for branching reactions include H, 
OH and O. Both O and OH generally have concentrations much lower than H, which can be seen 
from Table 8 through Table 10. Therefore they were treated as steady state species, similar to the 
approaches used in the reduction of the CH4, C2H2, C2H4, C2H6 and C3H8 flame chemistries 
(Peters 1993). Finally, the following 5 species were decided to be the steady state species: 
Br2, BrO, HO2, O, OH 
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Table 8: The maximum mole fraction and the weighted mole fraction of these 15 species in the 
premixed H2-Air-1%CF3Br flame 
Species H2 H O O2 OH 
Maximum mole 
fraction 
2.929E-1 1.585E-2 5.332E-3 1.593E-1 1.125E-2 
Weighted mole 
fraction 
7.9E-1 6.0E-2 6.3E-3 1.5E-1 1.3E-2 
Species H2O HO2 N2 Br HBr 
Maximum mole 
fraction 
3.045E-1 3.047E-4 6.454E-1 1.043E-2 1.212E-3 
Weighted mole 
fraction 
3.4E-1 3.93E-4 6.4E-1 8.6E-3 3.4E-3 
Species Br2 BrO CF3Br CF3 CHF3
Maximum mole 
fraction 
3.324E-6 5.902E-6 1.196E-2 1.075E-2 6.556E-3 
Weighted mole 
fraction 
2.55E-6 4.76E-6 9.2E-3 9.0E-3 5.5E-3 
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Table 9: The maximum mole fraction and the weighted mole fraction of these 15 species in the 
premixed H2-Air-2%CF3Br flame 
Species H2 H O O2 OH 
Maximum mole 
fraction 
2.86E-1 3.037E-3 1.507E-3 1.6E-1 6.733E-3 
Weighted mole 
fraction 
7.8E-1 1.1E-2 1.8E-3 1.55E-1 7.7E-3 
Species H2O HO2 N2 Br HBr 
Maximum mole 
fraction 
2.971E-1 5.921E-5 6.381E-1 1.955E-2 8.536E-3 
Weighted mole 
fraction 
3.33E-1 7.632E-5 6.381E-1 1.6E-2 2.4E-2 
Species Br2 BrO CF3Br CF3 CHF3
Maximum mole 
fraction 
2.197E-5 9.891E-6 2.592E-2 1.542E-2 1.442E-2 
Weighted mole 
fraction 
1.69E-5 8.012E-6 2.0E-2 1.3E-2 1.2E-2 
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Table 10: The maximum mole fraction and the weighted mole fraction of these 15 species in the 
premixed H2-Air-5%CF3Br flame 
Species H2 H O O2 OH 
Maximum mole 
fraction 
2.377E-1 2.499E-4 1.162E-4 1.553E-1 1.345E-3 
Weighted mole 
fraction 
6.49E-1 9.5E-4 1.4E-4 1.5E-1 1.5E-3 
Species H2O HO2 N2 Br HBr 
Maximum mole 
fraction 
2.776E-1 4.224E-6 6.105E-1 3.266E-2 2.138E-2 
Weighted mole 
fraction 
3.12E-1 5.44E-6 6.105E-1 2.7E-2 6.0E-2 
Species Br2 BrO CF3Br CF3 CHF3
Maximum mole 
fraction 
3.342E-4 1.002E-5 6.114E-2 1.431E-2 4.584E-2 
Weighted mole 
fraction 
2.6E-4 8.1E-6 4.7E-2 1.2E-2 3.8E-2 
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The next step was to determine the fastest consumption reaction for each of these 5 
steady state species. Production rates of these species are plotted in Figures 20~24 for these 5 
steady state species, considering all elementary reactions that were involved. The fastest 
consumption reaction for each of the five species, based on Figures 20~24 are summarized in 
Table 11. 
 
Table 11:  Steady state species and their fastest consumption reactions in the starting mechanism 
Steady state species The fast consumption reaction 
of the species 
Reaction number in the starting 
mechanism 
O O+H2=H+OH 2 
OH OH+H2=H2O+H 3 
HO2 HO2+H=OH+OH 11 
       Br2 Br2+H=Br+HBr 17 
BrO BrO+H=Br+OH 22 
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Figure 20: The production rate of each equation of species O in the H2-air-1%CF3Br premixed 
flame with the starting mechanism that has 28 chemical equations.         
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Figure 21: The production rate of each equation of species OH in the H2-air-1%CF3Br premixed 
flame with the starting mechanism that has 28 chemical equations.  
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Figure 22: The production rate of each equation of species HO2 in the H2-air-1%CF3Br premixed 
flame with the starting mechanism that has 28 chemical equations.   
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Figure 23: The production rate of each equation of species Br2 in the H2-air-1%CF3Br premixed 
flame with the starting mechanism that has 28 chemical equations.  
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Figure 24: The production rate of each equation of species BrO in the H2-air-1%CF3Br premixed 
flame with the starting mechanism that has 28 chemical equations. 
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Mathematically, the reduction of any chemical mechanism is equivalent to matrix 
operation, where each column represents reaction coefficients, and each row represents species. 
The matrix M by N thus represents balance equations of each species. For the H2/O2 flame 
involving 7 species and 8 reactions, the reduction is rather simple. Considerably more steps are 
required for the CH4/O2 mechanism where 13 Species and 18 reactions are involved. For the 
current starting mechanism involving 28 reactions and 14 species (not counting N2), the matrix 
reduction is too time consuming for hand or typical mathematical software. Such a reduction 
code (Redmech) was already written. However, the original program only includes the C-H-O-N 
reaction system. Therefore, the program was revised to include Br and F. The revised program 
was written in C language.  
Systematic reduction was then carried out to obtain a few global reaction steps containing 
only major species (see table 12). 
 
The global reactions are  
I: O2 + 3 H2 = 2 H + 2 H2O 
II: 2H = H2
III: CF3Br = Br + CF3
IV: H + CF3Br = HBr + CF3
V: HBr + CF3 = Br + CHF3
Species balance equations are 
        L([H]) = 2 wI - 2 wII - wIV
        L([O2]) = - wI
        L([H2]) = - 3 wI + wII
45 
        L([H2O]) = 2 wI
        L([Br]) = wIII + wV
        L([HBr]) = wIV - wV
        L([CF3Br]) = - wIII - wIV
        L([CF3]) = wIII + wIV - wV
        L([CHF3]) = wV
Global rates: 
        wI = w1 - w6 + w9 - w10 - w12 - w13 - w18 - w21
        wII = - w5 + w6 + w7  + w8 + w9 + w16 - w18 + w19 + w20  - w23 + w27 
        wIII = - w14 - w15 + w16 - w18 + w19 + w20 - w23 + w25 + w27
        wIV = w14 + w15 - w16 + w18 - w19 - w20 + w23 + w26
        wV = w28
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Table 12: The result of the automatic reduction of the starting mechanism that involves 28 
chemical equations using software RedMech 
Original mechanism: 
        1: H + O2 -> O + OH 
        2: O + H2 -> H + OH 
        3: OH + H2 -> H2O + H 
        4: O + H2O -> OH + OH 
        5: H2 -> H + H 
        6: O + O -> O2
        7: H + O -> OH 
        8: OH + H -> H2O 
        9: H + O2 -> HO2
        10: HO2 + H -> H2 + O2
        11: HO2 + H -> OH + OH 
        12: HO2 + O -> O2 + OH 
        13: HO2 + OH -> H2O + O2
        14: Br + Br -> Br2
        15: Br + H -> HBr 
        16: HBr + H -> Br + H2
        17: Br2 + H -> Br + HBr 
        18: Br + HO2 -> HBr + O2
        19: HBr + O -> Br + OH 
        20: HBr+ OH -> Br+ H2O 
        21: BrO + O -> Br + O2
        22: BrO + H -> Br + OH 
        23: BrO + H -> HBr + O 
        24: BrO + OH -> Br + HO2
        25: CF3Br -> CF3 + Br 
        26: CF3Br + H -> CF3 + HBr 
        27: CF3Br + O -> CF3 + BrO 
        28: CF3 + HBr -> CHF3 + Br 
 
There are 5 linearly independent global reactions. 
 
Species balance equations (original mechanism): 
        L([H]) = - w1 + w2 + w3 + 2 w5 - w7 - w8 - w9 - w10 - w11 - w15  - w16 - w17 - 
w22 - w23 - w26 
        L([O2]) = - w1 + w6 - w9 + w10 + w12 + w13 + w18 + w21 
        L([H2]) = - w2 - w3 - w5 + w10 + w16 
        L([H2O]) = w3 - w4 + w8 + w13 + w20 
        L([Br]) = - 2 w14 - w15 + w16 + w17 - w18 + w19 + w20 + w21 + w22  + w24 + 
w25 + w28 
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        L([HBr]) = w15 - w16 + w17 + w18 - w19 - w20 + w23 + w26 - w28 
        L([CF3Br]) = - w25 - w26 - w27 
        L([CF3]) = w25 + w26 + w27 - w28 
        L([CHF3]) = w28 
        L([O]) = 0 = w1 - w2 - w4 - 2 w6 - w7 - w12 - w19 - w21 + w23  - w27 
        L([OH]) = 0 = w1 + w2 - w3 + 2 w4 + w7 - w8 + 2 w11 + w12 - w13 + w19 - w20 
+ w22 - w24 
        L([HO2]) = 0 = w9 - w10 - w11 - w12 - w13 - w18 + w24 
        L([B2]) = 0 = w14 - w17 
        L([BrO]) = 0 = - w21 - w22 - w23 - w24 + w27 
 
Species balance equations (reduced mechanism): 
        L([H]) = 2 w1 + 2 w5 - 4 w6 - 2 w7 - 2 w8 - 2 w10 - 2 w12 - 2 w13  - w14 - w15 - 
w16 - w18 - w19 - w20 - 2 w21 + w23 - w26 - 2 w27 
        L([O2]) = - w1 + w6 - w9 + w10 + w12 + w13 + w18 + w21 
        L([H2]) = - 3 w1 - w5 + 4 w6 + w7 + w8 - 2 w9 + 3 w10 + 3 w12 + 3 w13 + w16 + 
2 w18 + w19 + w20 + 3 w21 - w23 + w27 
        L([H2O]) = 2 w1 - 2 w6 + 2 w9 - 2 w10 - 2 w12 - 2 w13 - 2 w18 - 2 w21 
        L([Br]) = - w14 - w15 + w16 - w18 + w19 + w20 - w23 + w25 + w27 + w28 
        L([HBr]) = w14 + w15 - w16 + w18 - w19 - w20 + w23 + w26 - w28 
        L([CF3Br]) = - w25 - w26 - w27 
        L([CF3]) = w25 + w26 + w27 - w28 
        L([CHF3]) = w28 
        L([O]) = 0 = w1 - w2 - w4 - 2 w6 - w7 - w12 - w19 - w21 + w23  - w27 
        L([OH]) = 0 = 2 w1 - w3 + w4 - 2 w6 - w8 + 2 w9 - 2 w10 - 2 w12 - 3 w13 - 2 w18 
- w20 - 2 w21 
        L([HO2]) = 0 = w9 - w10 - w11 - w12 - w13 - w18 + w24 
        L([B2]) = 0 = w14 - w17 
        L([BrO]) = 0 = - w21 - w22 - w23 - w24 + w27 
 
Reduced mechanism: 
        1: O2 + 3 H2 -> 2 H + 2 H2O 
        5: H2 -> 2 H 
        6: 4 H + 2 H2O -> O2 + 4 H2
        7: 2 H -> H2
        9: O2 + 2 H2 -> 2 H2O 
        10: 2 H + 2 H2O -> O2 + 3 H2
        14: H + Br -> HBr 
        16: H + HBr -> H2 + Br 
        18: H + 2 H2O + Br -> O2 + 2 H2 + HBr 
        23: H2 + Br -> H + HBr 
        25: CF3Br -> Br + CF3
        26: H + CF3Br -> HBr + CF3
        27: 2 H + CF3Br -> H2 + Br + CF3
        28: HBr + CF3 -> Br + CHF3
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Choose 5 global reactions: 
1 7 25 26 28 (the fastest consumption equations of each steady state species) 
Global reactions: 
        I: O2+ 3 H2 -> 2 H + 2 H2O 
        II: 2 H ->  H2
        III: CF3Br -> Br + CF3
        IV: H + CF3Br -> HBr + CF3
        V: HBr + CF3 -> Br + CHF3
 
Species balance equations: 
        L([H]) = 2 wI - 2 wII - wIV 
        L([O2]) = - wI 
        L([H2]) = - 3 wI + wII 
        L([H2O]) = 2 wI 
        L([Br]) = wIII + wV 
        L([HBr]) = wIV - wV 
        L([CF3Br]) = - wIII - wIV 
        L([CF3]) = wIII + wIV - wV 
        L([CHF3]) = wV 
 
Global rates: 
        wI = w1 - w6 + w9 - w10 - w12 - w13 - w18 - w21 
        wII = - w5+ w6+ w7+ w8+ w9 + w16 - w18 + w19 + w20 - w23 + w27 
        wIII = - w14 - w15 + w16 - w18 + w19 + w20 - w23 + w25 + w27 
        wIV = w14 + w15 - w16 + w18 - w19 - w20 + w23 + w26 
        wV = w28 
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Notice that due to the large number of reactions, not all of the reactions in the reduced 
mechanism are linearly independent. Therefore a choice would have to be made to decide which 
of the 5 independent reactions will comprise the final mechanism. It is reasonable to choose the 
number 1 and number 7 elemental equations, which are O2 + 3 H2 = 2 H + 2 H2O and 2 H = H2, 
to be included in the reduced mechanism because they represented the final reduced two step 
global reaction of the H2/O2 chemistry (Peters 1993). According to Peters (1993), choosing the 
global mechanism is an arbitrary process since there are various ways of choosing a global 
mechanism. However, the chosen global mechanism needs to be explained reasonably and can 
be verified.  Equations 25, 26 and 28, which are: CF3Br = Br + CF3, H + CF3Br = HBr + CF3 and 
HBr + CF3 = Br + CHF3, were chosen as the final 3 global equations. The three global equations 
are also identical to elementary reactions 25, 26 and 28 in the starting mechanism. However, the 
production rates of these major species for the global reactions were different from those for 
their elementary reactions, and in fact, included contributions from several other important 
elemental reactions. This can clearly be seen from Table 12. The form of the global reaction 
mechanism also shows that these three elementary reactions are the most important elementary 
reactions in the CF3Br chemistry, and are more important to be measured or calculated (using ab 
nitio method) than the other reactions. 
. 
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3.4 Validation of the reduced mechanism 
Reduced mechanisms need to be validated against calculations using full chemistry. This 
requires writing user subroutines as part of the PREMIX solver which was beyond the time limit 
for the present study. The reduced mechanisms obtained before were all based on the software 
RUN1DL written by B. Roggs (1993 ) which gave much more friendly user support for 
reduction of the complicated mechanism. However, only a demonstrated version of the RUN1DL 
was obtained during the study, and it did not support user written programs. Therefore major 
species were not able to be computed based on the reduced chemistry. Reduced mechanisms 
obtained in the past for a variety of fuels following the systematic reduction procedure discussed 
in Chapter 2 showed excellent agreement with the starting mechanism. Therefore, the present 
reduced mechanism is expected to perform as well. Furthermore, although the mole fraction of 
major species in the reduced mechanism against the full mechanism was not compared, using the 
mole fraction of the major species in the starting mechanism to evaluate the minor species in the 
reduced mechanism is still a reasonable way to verify the reduced mechanism. If the mole 
fractions of the minor species calculated using the reduced mechanism agreed well with the data 
in the starting mechanism, it is an indirect proof that the major species should agree too. 
Following Peters (1993), partial equilibrium assumption was used to calculate the concentrations 
of O and OH. For species O, equation 2, O+H2=H+OH, is the fastest equation. The partial 
equilibrium assumption then leads to 
 )]KcH[H][OH]/([  [O]            22=                                                                           (5)            
where Kc2 is the equilibrium constant for the reaction. 
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Likewise, for species OH, equation 3, OH+H2=H+H2O, is found to be the fastest equation 
for OH consumption. Using the partial equilibrium assumption results in 
                                                                                (6)   )]KcO]/([H[H][H  [OH] 322=
The equilibrium constant is calculated from  
                               ∑∑= − '")(
0
vv
uTR
P
KpKc                                                                         (7) 
Where                              
)(
TR
G
ueKp
∆−=                   
(8) 
and                                                                (9) ...... 0000 −∆−∆−+∆+∆=∆ bfafdfcf GGGGG
 with the chemical equation  ....... ++=++ dDcCbBaA  
                a, b, c and d are the stoichmetric coefficients 
                                                                                                           (10) ..." ++=∑ dcv
                                                                                                                          (11) ...' ++=∑ bav
     0P  is the standard state pressure that is equal to 1 atm 
      is the universal gas constant uR
     G is Gibbs free energy  
The Gibbs free energy data were obtained from NIST-JANAF Thermochemical Tables (Chase 
1993). 
The mole fractions of the two species O and OH based on the reduced mechanisms 
agreed well with the starting mechanisms, which can be seen from Figures 25 and 26, especially 
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towards the end of combustion. The accuracy reflected by these two figures is comparable to the 
previous studies (Peter’s 1993).  
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Figure 25: The mole fraction of species O in the starting mechanism and the reduced 5 step 
global mechanism, in H2-air-1%CF3Br premixed flame. 
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Figure 26: The mole fraction of species OH in the starting mechanism and the reduced 5 step 
global mechanism, in H2-air-1%CF3Br premixed flame.  
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Concentrations of the remaining three steady state species can be expressed explicitly 
using the major species Br2: 
Setting the balance equation for Br2 to be zero, or  
17142 w- w 0  ]L[Br == ,                                                                                       (12) 
Concentration of Br2 can then be written as 
 
[H]K][MK
Kc[Br][HBr]/K][M[Br]K
 ][Br
171414
171714
2
14
2 +
+=                                                      (13) 
Notice that this expression is explicit and involves only the major species concentrations 
calculated from the reduced mechanism. 
BrO: 
From 2724232221 ww-w-w-w-  0  L[BO] +==                                                                  (14)     
B
ABrO =][                                                                                                            (15) 
         with   
        Br][O][CFK
Kc
][Br][HOK
Kc
[HBr][O]K
Kc
[Br][OH]K
Kc
][Br][OK
327
24
224
23
23
22
22
12
221 ++++=A  
        
27
327
24232221 Kc
][CFK
[OH]K[H]K[H]K[O][K ++++=B  
HO2: 
From 24181312111092 ww-w-w-w-w-w0]L[HO +==                                                         (16) 
D
C=][HO2                                                                                                           (17) 
        with 
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In order to obtain the above explicit algebraic expressions, the K24 [BrO][OH] term was 
eliminated. This was verified by the order analysis of the terms appearing in the HO2 expression 
from the above expression for its small effect on the mole fraction of HO2 (see Figure 22). 
The mole fractions of the three species Br2, BrO and HO2 in the starting mechanism and 
the reduced mechanism are showed in Figures 27, 28 and 29. As expected, there were large 
differences between the result calculated using the reduced mechanism and the starting 
mechanism. This is because the steady state species are affected strongly by the species that were 
simply removed from the starting mechanism (such as BrOH) because of their low 
concentrations. This is a common feature of all reduced mechanisms which are not supposed to 
retain the accuracy of the starting mechanisms for all chemical species. The validity of the 
reduced mechanism lies in its ability to calculate the major species and major radical species 
(such as OH) accurately, thus being capable of describing important flame properties such as the 
burning velocity. Furthermore, Figures 27, 28 and 29 show that the concentrations of these 
species were very low by both calculations. 
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Figure 27: The mole fraction of species Br2 in the starting mechanism and the reduced 5 step 
global mechanism, in H2-air-1%CF3Br premixed flame 
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Figure 28: The mole fraction of species BrO in the starting mechanism and the reduced 5 step 
global mechanism, in H2-air-1%CF3Br premixed flame 
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Figure 29: The mole fraction of species HO2 in the starting mechanism and the reduced 5 step 
global mechanism, in H2-air-1%CF3Br premixed flame 
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CHAPTER FOUR: RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
4.1 The main chain reaction 
 
To illustrate the main chain reaction of the premixed H2-air-CF3Br flame, full calculation 
using the starting mechanism containing 42 reactions, with 5% CF3Br addition was considered. 
The objective was to find the important chemical affects that are important for flame extinction. 
Analysis of the elementary equations involving the original CF3Br dissociation is the key to 
finding the main chain reaction. The production rates of CF3Br are shown in Figure 30. It shows 
that only three elemental equations 39, 40 and 41 contain CF3Br. 
39 CF3+Br= CF3Br 
40 CF3Br +H=CF3+HBr 
41 CF3Br+O=CF3+BrO 
Obviously equation 39 and 40 make the main role in the chemical reaction relating with CF3Br. 
Equation 41 has a considerable effect, too. 
Next the analysis of CF3, Br, H, HBr and O need to be made to find the most important 
elementary equations related with these 5 species. Analysis of the production rates of these five 
species was done (See Figures 31~35). Also, the production rate of the radical OH was analyzed 
for its involvement with radicals H and O (see Figure 36). The elementary equations 39 and 40 
are still the most important equations related with CF3. That means equation 40 is the main 
equation to produce CF3, and equation 39 is the main equation to consume CF3. Elementary 
equations 24 and 39 are the main equations related with radical Br:  
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24 HBr+H=Br+H2
39 CF3+Br= CF3Br 
 
So the radical Br is produced mainly by equation 24 and consumed mainly by equation 39. The 
elementary equations 24 and 40 are the main equations related with HBr.  Equation 24 consumes 
most of the HBr, and equation 40 produces most of HBr at the same time. 
24 HBr+H=Br+H2 
40 CF3Br +H=CF3+HBr 
Reactions 1, 2 and 3 are the most sensitive reactions for H and OH. Equations 1 and 2 are the 
main equations related with O.  
1 H+O2=O+OH 
2 O+H2=H+OH 
3 OH+H2=H2O+H 
The above 3 equations are well known as the main equations in the H2/air chemistry. Elementary      
equation 42 is the only one that involves the species CHF3. It should be included in the main 
chain mechanism too. 
42 CF3+HBr=CHF3+Br 
 Analyzing these chemical equations and their rates of productions from the figures the 
comparable importance of each equations are obtained. The following 7 equations were found to 
describe the main chain reaction. 
40 CF3Br+H=CF3+HBr                            
39 CF3+Br=CF3Br 
24 HBr+H=Br+H2 
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42 CF3+HBr=CHF3+Br 
2   O+H2=H+OH 
3  OH+H2=H2O+H 
1   H+O2=O+OH 
Reaction 40 is the major reaction that dissociates CF3Br into CF3 and HBr. Reaction 24 
provides most of Br used in reaction 39. Reaction 42 shows there are part of CF3 and Br that will 
continue to react to form the CHF3 and Br. But most of the CF3 is converted back to CF3Br 
through reaction 39, which explains why little CF3Br is needed to achieve fire suppression. 
The reactions 40 and 24 need a lot of H that are provided by reactions 2 and 3. Reaction 1 
also consumes a considerable radical H in the flame. Reaction 1 provides O to reaction 2 and OH 
to reaction 3 to accelerate these two reactions. Also reaction 2 and 1 give a lot of OH back to the 
premixed H2-air reaction.  
The effect of the O/H part of the main chain reaction can be covered by the global 
reactions I and II. As discussed before, these two global reactions are identical to those obtained 
by Peters (1993), indicating the rigorous procedure of the reduction process in this study. The 
CF3Br part of the reactions is summarized by global reactions III, IV and V, showing that the 
reduced mechanism is also reasonable and can illustrate the chemical mechanism of the CF3Br 
dissociation reactions.
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Figure 30: The production rate of CF3Br using the starting mechanism that includes 42 chemical 
reactions, in H2-air-5% CF3Br premixed flame  
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Figure 31: The production rate of CF3 using the starting mechanism that includes 42 chemical 
reactions, in H2-air-5% CF3Br premixed flame.  
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Figure 32: The production rate of HBr using the starting mechanism that includes 42 chemical 
reactions, in H2-air-5% CF3Br premixed flame.  
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Figure 33: The production rate of H using the starting mechanism that includes 42 chemical 
reactions, in H2-air-5% CF3Br premixed flame.  
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Figure 34: The production rate of Br using the starting mechanism that includes 42 chemical 
reactions, in H2-air-5% CF3Br premixed flame.  
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Figure 35: The production rate of O using the starting mechanism that includes 42 chemical 
reactions, in H2-air-5% CF3Br premixed flame 
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Figure 36: The production rate of OH using the starting mechanism that includes 42 chemical 
reactions, in H2-air-5% CF3Br premixed flame.  
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4.2 Chemistry of the reduced mechanism 
The five-step reduced mechanism for the H2/Air/CF3Br reaction is summarized global in 
the following.  
I: O2 + 3 H2 = 2 H + 2 H2O 
II: 2H + M = H2 + M 
III: CF3Br = CF3 +Br 
IV: H + CF3Br = HBr + CF3
V: HBr + CF3 = Br + CHF3
Equation I is the overall chain branching global step for the H2/O2 reactions. The global 
reaction II is a chain breaking reaction for H atom. The third body M is added to equation II to 
remind that it is appeared in the 5th chemical equation in the starting mechanism that has 28 
chemical equations. Equation IV and V are the chain propagating equations. These two equations 
act as the consumers of H and CF3 and produce HBr, Br, and CHF3. Equation III is a chain 
branching equation producing two radicals.   
4.3 The accuracy of the reduced mechanism 
The validity of the reduced mechanism is best checked against measured laminar burning 
velocity data. Therefore, unstretched laminar burning velocities calculated for the stoichmetric 
H2/air flames with the concentration of diluents CF3Br varying from 0.0% to 2.0% were 
compared with the measured values from Kim (2002). Figure 37 shows the difference between 
the calculated laminar burning velocities with the full mechanism and those with the 28 reactions 
starting mechanism. As discussed in the end of Chapter 3, the following two elementary 
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reactions are very important in the CF3Br chemistry since they are identical to the final reduced 
global reactions:  
H + CF3Br = HBr + CF3  
CF3Br = CF3 +Br 
The activation energies of these two reactions were calculated by Lee et al. using QRRK 
quantum mechanical calculations (2002). The results showed a large difference comparing with 
the data used in the starting mechanism, which were obtained from the NIST database 
(Babushok 1996). Therefore, the calculated activation energies in the starting mechanism were 
replaced by the values calculated by Lee et al. The computed burning velocities using these new 
values were higher than the original values, and were closer to the experimental values by Kim et 
al. (2002). This suggested that the calculated values gave better descriptions of the CF3Br 
chemistry. The calculated burning velocity with and without the activation energy correction are 
illustrated in Figures 38 and 39. The activation energy from Lee can make the trend of SL a little 
better but still have a lot of error when comparing the computed SL with the experimental SL in 
the H2/air/2%CF3Br premixed flame. 
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Figure 37: Unstretched burning velocity in the full mechanism and starting mechanism in the 
H2/air/0%, 0.5%, 1% and 2% CF3Br premixed flames 
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Figure 38: Unstretched burning velocity in the full mechanism of kim and full mechanism with 
Lee's data in the H2/air/0%, 0.5%, 1% and 2% CF3Br premixed flames 
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Figure 39: Unstretched burning velocity in the starting mechanism and the starting mechanism 
with Lee's data in the H2/air/0%, 0.5%, 1% and 2% CF3Br premixed flames 
 
The burning velocities in premixed flames have long known to be closely related to the H 
atom concentrations, which arguably is the single most important radical in all hydrocarbon 
flames. There were also studies that, found the effect of OH on the burning velocity could not be 
neglected (Padley and Sugden 1958, Kwon and Faeth 2001 and Kim 2002). Kim et al. (2002) 
correlated their measured laminar burning velocity of the H2/Air/CF3Br flames with the 
maximum concentrations of H and OH, and found a close correlation. This is presented in Figure 
40 to validate the present reduced mechanism against these experimental data, the maximum 
concentrations of OH obtained from the present reduced mechanism and the H concentrations 
obtained from the present starting mechanism were plotted against the measured burning velocity 
in figure 40. Figure 40 clearly shows that there was essentially no change of the correlation, 
indicating the accuracy of the reduced mechanism is excellent. 
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Figure 40: Measured and computed laminar burning velocity as a function of maximum H+OH 
mole fractions in the H2/air flames with and without CF3Br. Results from Padley and Sugden 
(1958) and Kwon and Faeth (2001) without CF3Br: results with Kim's investigation with CF3Br 
(2002); results from the present reduced mechanism. 
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CHAPTER FIVE: CONCLUSIONS 
The reaction mechanism of the H2/O2/CF3Br system was investigated by calculations 
using the CHEMKIN software [Kee 1993]. The full mechanism and starting mechanisms with 
different degrees of reduction were compared and the starting mechanism consisted of 28 
elemental reactions and 15 species. A reduced mechanism was obtained following a systematic 
reduction procedure. The major conclusions are as follows: 
1. The starting mechanism agreed well with the full mechanism except for the 
concentration of BrO and Br2, which are minor species. The starting mechanism is capable of 
reproducing all the important features of the flames, including the temperature, major species 
concentrations and important radical species concentrations, and the burning velocity. Significant 
amount of computer power savings was achieved 
2. A five-step reduced mechanism was derived based on the starting mechanism which 
included a two-step reaction describing the H2/Air chemistry, and a three-step reaction 
describing the CF3Br chemistry.  
3. Explicit expressions of the 5 steady state species were obtained. The most important 
steady state species, OH and O, calculated from the reduced mechanism, was found to be in good 
agreement with the starting mechanism. 
 4. The reduced mechanism was validated against the measured burning velocity 
measured by Kim et al. (2002), and excellent correlation was found.  
5. The activation energies of two of the most important elementary reactions that are 
responsible for the flame extinction, and also identical to the global reactions, were modified 
according to a QRRK calculation, and better agreement was found against the experimental data. 
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